In this paper, we study a new version of multiple sequence alignment, xed topology alignment with recombination. We show that it can not be approximated within any constant ratio unless P = NP. For a more restricted version, we show that the problem is MAX-SNP-hard. This implies that there is no PTAS for this version unless P = NP.
Introduction
Multiple sequence alignment is the most critical cutting-edge tool for extracting and representing biologically important commonalities from a set of sequences. It plays an essential role in the solution of many problems such as searching for highly conserved subregions among a set of biological sequences and inferring the evolutionary history of a family of sequences 5, 24] . Many versions have been proposed 1, 5, 24] . Tree alignment is one of the most famous versions. It was rst proposed by Sanko in 14] .
For tree alignment, we are given k sequences and a tree Tree of k leaves, each of which is labeled with a unique given sequences. The goal is to construct a sequence for each internal node in Tree such that the cost of the tree is minimized. The cost of an edge in a tree is de ned as the edit distance between the two sequences assigned to the two ends of the edge. The cost of a tree is the total cost of edges in the tree. Once each internal node is assigned a sequence, one can produce a multiple sequence alignment by optimally aligning two sequences on every edge. An alternative de nition of tree alignment is to nd an optimal multiple sequence alignment with tree score. Given a multiple sequence alignment A, the score (s 1 (i); s 2 (i); : : :; s k (i)) on the i-th column of A, where s j (i) is the letter (possibly a space) from sequence s j in the i-th column of A, is de ned as follows:
Let tree Tree = (V; E), where V and E are the sets of nodes and edges in Tree, have k leaves. Let k + 1, k + 2, : : :, k + m be the internal nodes on T. For each internal node l, reconstruct a letter (possibly a space) s l (i) such that P (p;q)2E (s p (i); s q (i)), where ((s p (i); s q (i)) is the score for the pair of letters s p (i) and s q (i), is minimized. The score (s 1 (i); s 2 (i); : : :; s k (i)) of the i-th column is thus de ned as: 
The tree score for A is the total scores of all columns in A. It is known that the two de nitions of tree alignment are equivalent.
Tree alignment was proved to be NP-hard 20]. Many heuristic algorithms have been proposed in the literature 1, 6, 15, 16] . Some approximation algorithms with guaranteed relative error bounds have been reported recently. In particular, a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) is presented in 21] and improved versions are given in 22, 23] .
Multigene families, viruses, and alleles from within populations experience recombinations. When recombinations occur, the evolutionary history can not be represented as a tree. Hein rst studied the method to reconstruct the history of sequences subject to recombination 7, 8] . Hein observed that the evolution of a sequence with k recombinations could be described by k recombination points and k + 1 trees describing the evolution of the k + 1 intervals, where two neighboring trees were either identical or di ered by one subtree transfer operation 7, 8, 9, 3, 2] . A heuristic method was proposed to nd the most parsimonious history of the sequences in terms of mutation and recombination operations. Another strike was given by Kececioglu and Gus eld 12] . They introduced two new problems, recombination distance, and bottleneck recombination history. They tried to include higher-order evolutionary events such as block insertions and deletions 4], and tandem repeats 11, 13] .
In this paper, we propose a model called xed topology alignment with recombination (FTAR for short) which is analogous to tree alignment. The di erence is that in the given topology, some nodes (called recombination nodes) have two parents instead of one. A recombination node obtains its ancestral material from both parents. Moreover, the given topology may have more than one root. As for tree alignment, there are two ways to de ne the problem. One is to reconstruct a sequence for each internal node such that the total cost of the topology is minimized. Another is to construct a multiple sequence alignment with minimum score. The rst version is called xed topology history with recombination (FTHR) and the second version is called xed topology alignment with recombination (FTAR). When recombination is considered, the two versions are no longer equivalent. We show that, in general, both versions do not have a constant ratio approximation algorithm. Even for a special case, where each internal node has at most one recombination child and there are at most 6 parents of recombination nodes in any path from a root to a leaf in the given topology, they do not has a PTAS. The above results show that the new problems are much harder than the normal tree alignment problem, in terms of approximation. However, since recombination rarely occur in practice, it is interesting to study special cases. We design a ratio-3 algorithm for both FTAR and FTHR in a more restricted case, where each internal node has at most one recombination child and any two merge paths for di erent recombination nodes do not share any common node. We then extend the algorithm into a PTAS for FTAR in the case, where each internal node has at most one recombination child, any two merge paths for di erent recombination nodes do not share any common node, and there is a constant number of crossovers for each recombination node. where dist(s 2;i+1 ;ŝ 2;i+1 ) is the edit distance between the two sequences s 2;i+1 andŝ 2;i+1 , k is the number of crossovers and is the crossover penalty. The recombination distance to produce s 1 from s 2 and s 3 is the cost of a recombination that has the smallest cost among all possible recombinations. We use r dist(s 1 ; s 2 ; s 3 ) to denote the recombination distance. For more details, see 12, 19] .
When recombination occurs, the given topology is no longer a binary tree. Instead, some nodes, called recombination nodes, in the given topology may have two parents 7, 8] . In a more general case as described in 12], the topology may have more than one root. The set of roots is called a protoset. The edges incident to recombination nodes are called recombination edges. See Figure 5 (b). A node/edge is normal if it is not a recombination node/edge.
The cost on a pair of recombination edges is the recombination distance to produce the sequence on the recombination node from the two sequences on its parents. The cost on other normal edges is the edit distance between two sequences. A topology is fully labeled , if every node on the topology is labeled. For a fully labeled topology, the cost of the topology is the total cost of edges in the topology. Each node in the topology with degree greater than 1 is an internal node. Each leaf/terminal (degree 1 node) in the topology is labeled with a given sequence. The goal here is to construct a sequence for each internal node such that the cost of the topology is minimized. We call this problem xed topology history with recombination (FTHB).
Obviously, this problem is a generalization of tree alignment. The di erence is that the given topology is no longer a binary tree. Instead, there are some recombination nodes which have two parents instead of one. Moreover, there may be more than one root in the topology.
As for tree alignment, there is an alternative de nition. Let the topology T = (V; E), where V and E are the sets of nodes and edges in T, have k leaves (nodes without any child). Let k+1, k+2, : : :, k+m be the internal nodes on T. Let 
The cost of A is de ned as: Unlike tree alignment, the above two de nitions are not equivalent. That is, the cost of an optimal solution for FTHR might be smaller than that for FTAR. For example, the topology and the sequences are given as in Figure 6 (a). If a mismatch costs 1 and the crossover penalty is = 0:5, the sequences assigned to internal nodes should be as shown in Figure 6 (a). Thus, the cost of an optimal solution for FTHR is 3 + . However, an optimal solution for FTAR costs 4 + as shown in Figure 6 (a).
The reason is that the alignment in Figure 6 (b) imposes that a crossover produces an intermediate sequence s4':AABBB. (See Figure 6 (c).) Moreover, the example demonstrates that a solution for FTHR might not lead to an alignment.
Hardness results
In this section, we show that FTHR and FTAR cannot be approximated within any constant performance ratio in general. We then consider a restricted version, where each internal node has at most one recombination child and there is at most 6 parents of recombination nodes in any path from the root to a leaf in the given topology. We show that the restricted version for both FTHR and FTAR do not have a PTAS. Theorem 1 FTHR and FTAR cannot be approximated within any constant performance ratio unless P = NP. Now, we consider a more restricted case, where each internal node has at most one recombination child and there are at most 6 parents of recombination nodes in any path from the root to a leaf in the given topology.
Theorem 2 The restricted version for both FTHR and FTAR is MAX-SNP-hard. That is, there is no polynomial time approximation scheme unless P = NP.
The reduction is from vertex cover. We will give the reduction in the full version of the paper.
The hardness results in this section show that the new problem is much harder than tree alignment in terms of approximation. However, recombination occur infrequently. So, it is interesting to study some restricted cases. A merge node of recombination node v is the lowest common ancestor of v's two parents. The two di erent paths from a recombination node to its merge node are called merge paths. In the rest part of the paper, we study the case, where (C1) each internal node has at most one recombination child and (C2) any two merge paths for di erent recombination nodes do not share any common node.
Ratio-3 approximation algorithms for FTHR and FTAR
We rst consider FTHR. At the end of the section, we give the algorithm for FTAR with xed number of crossovers. The basic idea of our approximation algorithms is to combine a method to deform the layout of the given topology with the uniform lifting method for tree alignment in 22].
Deforming the layout Given a topology T satis es conditions (C1) and (C2), we extend some of the edges in T such that the two parents of a recombination node are at the same level. Figure 7 gives an example.
Uniform Lifting For a deformed layout of the topology, ignoring the recombination edges, treating the topology as a set of binary trees (denoted as forest F), and keeping the level positions of all binary trees in the layout, we can uniformly lift the sequences to internal nodes. The lifting choice for all the nodes (even in di erent binary trees) at the same level is uniform. Since we do not delete any node, each internal node gets a sequence. We thus get a fully labeled topology. Figure 7 (b) gives an example. A topology obtained in this way is called a uniform lifted topology. We can show that there is a uniform lifted topology with cost at most 3 times of the optimum. First, let us consider some de nitions.
Given a binary tree Tree, we arbitrarily extend the edges in Tree to form an extended layout such that the two parents of every recombination node are at the same level. We then uniformly lift the sequences from leaves to the internal nodes in the layout. The fully labeled tree obtained in this way is called an extended uniform lifted tree.
Let Tree min be an optimal fully labeled tree for a binary tree Tree. Let d be the depth of the extended layout of Tree, there are 2 d extended uniform lifted trees Tree(1), Tree(2), : : :, Tree(2 d ). Let v(i) be the sequence lifted to v in the extended uniform lifted tree Tree(i) for i = 1; 2; : : :; 2 d .v (i) is the sequence lifted to v's child which is di erent from v(i) in Tree(i). For each node v, S(v) denotes the set of given sequences assigned to the descendent leaves of v. Let s v be the cost of the path in Tree min from the internal node v to its descendent leaf which is labeled with the given sequence s 2 S(v). Let V (Tree) be the set of internal nodes (degree-3) in Tree.
Similar to the uniform lifted trees in 22], the total cost of the 2 d extended uniform lifted trees is bounded as follows:
Let T be a topology for tree alignment with recombination. T min denotes an optimal fully labeled topology.
Theorem 4 There is a uniform lifted topology with cost at most 3 times of the optimum. Now, let us focus on the computation of an optimal uniform lifted topology. Conditions (C1) and (C2) allow us to design a dynamic programming algorithm. Let v be a node in a merge path of a recombination node. The parallel node u of v is a node in the other merge path of the recombination node such that u and v are at the same level. We use dist s; s 0 ] to denote the edit distance between two sequences s 1 and s 2 . We classify the internal nodes in T into ve cases:
Case 1: Let v be a node such that (1) there is no descendent recombination node or (2) it reachs a merge node rst before it reachs the corresponding recombination node if there is any descendent recombination node of v. Note Figure   9 .
The running time depends on the time to compute each d v; s]. From equations (6) 
FTAR with xed number of crossovers
The above algorithm does not always give an alignment. Thus it only works for FTHR. However, the bound developed in Theorem 4 also holds for FTAR. Now, we modify Algorithm 1 to work for FTAR when each recombination contains at most a constant number, say, c, of crossovers. The key observation is that when the top node v has a parallel node v 0 , i.e., Cases 2 and 3, the recombination imposes c xed pairs of indexes for the two sequences s and s 0 that are assigned to v and v 0 , respectively, in the resulting alignment. Thus, the recurrence equations are similar to those in (6)-(10) except that we have to keep c pairs of xed indexes.
For simplity, we give the recurrence equations for the case, where each recombination contains one crossover. For Case 1, the equation is the same as (6). 
where r dist(s 3 ; s; s 0 ; i; j) is the recombination distance such that there is one crossover and it breaks s and s 0 into two parts, s 
A PTAS
We can extend the ratio-3 algorithm for FTAR with bounded number of crossovers to a PTAS. The basic idea is to partition the extended topology into a set of slides, each of which contains t levels of nodes. We number the levels from top to bottom. The root is at level 1. The top slide can contain 1, 2, : : :, t levels of nodes. Thus, there are t di erent partitions P 1 , P 2 , : : :, P t , where the top slide of P p contains p levels. (See Figure 10. ) Each P p partitions the topology into small topologies, each of which contains at most t levels of nodes. A boundary node for P p is a node at the j-th level where j mod t = p. Since in the extended topology some edges cross more than one level, they might be cut by all the t di erent partitions. (This case happens when an edge crosses more than t level.) If so, it will result in a constant ratio.
An edge that crosses more than one level is called a long edge, whereas other edges are called short edges. For a xed partition P p , if two small topologies obtained from P p share a common long edge, we construct an edge (u; v), where u stands for the upper small topology and v stands for the lower small topology. In this way, we can get a graph G(p), called a component graph for partition P p , to describe the relationships among small topologies. From (C2), it is easy to see that G(p) is a forest (a set of trees). Thus, we can organize the nodes in G(p) level by level. For each G(p), we further cut the nodes (small topologies in T) for every t levels and obtain t di erent partitions P p;q for q = 1; 2; : : :; t. Here we number the levels of G(p) from top to bottom and the root is at level 1. Therefore, we have t 2 di erent partitions. A boundary node v for P p;q is a boundary node for P p that is not incident to any long edge, or if v is incident to a long edge then the small topology that v is in is at level j in G(p) such that j mod t = q. A boundary edge for P p;q is an edge such that at least one of its ends is a boundary node for P p;q .
We then (1) uniformly lift the sequences to the internal nodes in T, (2) keep the lifted sequences on boundary nodes for P p;q , and (3) reconstruct the sequences for the rest of the nodes in the topology such that the total cost of the topology is minimized.
A fully labeled topology thus obtained is called a (t ? t) 
Corollary 7 There exists a (t?t)-uniform lifted topology with cost at most (1+4=t)C(T min ).
Note that, Theorem 6 and Corollary 7 hold for both FTHR and FHAR. However, it is hard to nd a polynomial time algorithm to compute an optimal (t ? t)-uniform lifted topology. Fortunately, we can give a dynamic programming algorithm to compute an optimal (t ? t)-uniform lifted topology for FTAR when each recombination contains a bounded number of crossovers. The algorithm is described in Appendix 2.
Theorem 8 There is a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for FTAR when every recombination contains a bounded number of crossovers and the given topology satis es (C1) and (C2).
Remarks
The time complexity for the PTAS proposed here is too high so that we can not try the PTAS even for short sequences of 100 letters. It might be possible to improve the ratio of PTAS to 1 + t with the same time complexity using the methods in 22, 23] . However, even if we can do so, the time complexity is still too high and it is impossible to try the PTAS for sequences of 100 letters.
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We thank Tao Jiang for discussions on the topics studied in this paper. Proof. The reduction is from the dominating set problem. Dominating set: Instance: Graph G =< V; E > and an integer K.
Question: is there a dominating set V 0 of size K or less for G, i.e., a subset V 0 V such that for all u 2 V ? V 0 there is a v 2 V 0 for which (u; v) 2 E.
It is known that dominating set cannot be approximated within any constant performance ratio unless P = NP 10].
Let G = (V; E) be an instance of dominating set, where V = fv 1 ; ; v n g, and E = fe 1 ; ; e m g. . The crossover penalty is 0. Let OPT(T) be the cost of an optimal solution for xed topology alignment with recombination. Let OPT(G) be the size of the dominating set problem. The following lemma can be proved: Lemma 9 OPT(T) 2timesOPT(G):
Moreover, given a solution for xed topology alignment with recombination of cost c, we can nd a dominating set of size 2c.
Proof. where B p;q is the set of boundary nodes for partition P p;q and B p is the set of boundary nodes for partition P p . The coe cient 3 in (23) is from the facts that (1) each normal node in T has degree at most 3 and thus each contributes 3 paths and (2) every recombination node has two children and each of them contributes one path, and every recombination node has two parents and the two parents together contributes one path.
Let C(Long p;q (i)) be the cost of all long edges in T p;q (i). Consider the t 2 d uniform lifted topologies. assigned the sequence s and v 0 is assigned the sequence s 0 for P p;q and the crossover breaks s and s 0 at i and j. (See Figure 8 ( t , where k is the number of given sequences, d is the depth of the given topology, n is the length of the given sequences, M(t) is the time required to compute the top v , and t is the parameter that controls the accuracy of the approximation solution.
The computation of top v
The computation of top v involves an exact algorithm for FTAR under condition (C1) and (C2) when each recombination contains a bounded number of crossovers. For simplity, we give an outline for the case, where each recombination contains one crossover.
Let s 1 ; s 2 ; : : :; s k be the given sequences and T be the given topology. Recall that, for xed topology alignment we use d i 1 ; i 2 ; : : :; i k ] to indicate the cost of the alignment for subsequences s j 1; i j ]'s (j = 1; 2; : : :; k), where s j 1; i j ] is the subsequence of s j containing the rst i j characters 14, 16] . Our algorithm for the new problem is similar. We consider di erent con gurations of the present column in the alignment. For the recombination nodes in T, we can choose one of the parents in the construction of the present column. After we make a choice, the topology becomes a binary tree. Similar to tree alignment, we can compute the cost of the alignment for the subsequences s j 1; i j ] (j = 1; 2; : : :; k). Thus, the di erence here is that we need an extra index f q for each recombination node q in T. Each f q can be either 0 and 1. 0 means that the left parent is selected and 1 means that the right parent is selected. 
where i 0 j is either i j or i j ? 1, f 0 q can be f q or di erent from f q , is the crossover penalty and cost(last) is the cost for the last column that contains k letters depending on the choice of i j 's. Note that cost(last) depends on not only the k letters assigned to the leaves, but also the tree structure determined by the choices of f q 's. Once the letter on each leaf as well as the tree structure is xed, we try to put all possible letters on internal nodes of the tree structure such that the cost of the tree for this column is minimized. There are j j k?1 ways to put letters on internal nodes, where j j is the size of the alphabet and k ? 1 is the number of internal nodes in the tree. In fact, a dynamic algorithm algorithm can compute cost(last) in O(kj j) time where k is the number of given sequences in T, n the length of sequences, m the number of recombination nodes in T.
The cases, where recombinations impose break points at some speci c positions can be solved by imposing that each "optimal path" in the matrix must pass some speci c cells.
The cost of top v contains two parts: the cost of MT v and the costs of those small components in P p involved in top v . To make sure that we can eventually get a sequence alignment, each long edge imposes a break point. Thus, we need at most 2 t break points. Therefore, each top v can be computed in O(2 3 2 t t n 2 t t +2 t 2 t t j jk) time.
Theorem 10 The PTAS runs in O(2 t 2 kdn 2 t t+t 2 3 t t kj j) time for xed t. 
